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Abstract

The term ‘conversion narrative’ lacks proper definition and can be understood more broadly than is often the case, underlining its fictive nature. I show this by reading William Blake’s Milton a Poem as a conversion narrative, exploring how Blake weaves a wider discourse of conversion around the conversion of his protagonist Milton that forms the narrative backbone of the book. This wider discourse shows us glimpses of Paul’s conversion and conversion in Jakob Boehme’s writings. The result is a work that challenges the idea of a conversion narrative as focussing on the author’s past experience, showing how its ultimate focus is, instead, on the reader.

A fundamental problem for those who work on conversion narratives is that there is no clear definition of what a ‘conversion narrative’ is. In fact, all we can be certain about is that a conversion narrative is a text that somehow relates to the concept of conversion. Apart from this, almost everything is up for discussion: a conversion narrative is not necessarily autobiographical, it may or may not refer to a historical reality, and ‘conversion’ can either mean conversion to another religion or denomination, or a spiritual awakening within one religion or denomination. As Karl F. Morrison argued, a conversion narrative also usually—if not always—contains an element of fiction.¹ As a consequence, it is difficult to distinguish between ‘conversion narratives’ in the conventional (historical and autobiographical) sense and ‘conversion narratives’ in a broad (fictional and not necessarily autobiographical) sense.² More often than not, furthermore, these two senses overlap.

In this article, I address this theoretical confusion by reading William Blake’s fictional work Milton a Poem (1804–11) as a conversion narrative. Milton has, after all, played a crucial role in scholarly reconstructions of Blake’s
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own ‘conversion’. But, as I wish to show here, *Milton* does more than simply refer to a conversion experience that Blake may or may not have had himself. The text’s autobiographical material is, as we will see, only one way of several through which it evokes the subject of conversion. *Milton* is not primarily a text that looks back in time to an experience that Blake may have had. Instead, I argue, it points forward towards the potential conversion of another figure altogether: that of the reader. This is a fundamental literary dynamic that it shares with many other conversion narratives, notably Augustine’s *Confessions*.

The fundamental problem that *Milton* seeks to resolve is the fact that Milton, according to Blake, never managed to become a fully integrated prophet-poet. Thus the narrative begins with the protagonist’s descent from heaven back to earth to search for internal unity and to discover the inseparability between the divine and the human. Blake thought that one of the historical Milton’s gravest misunderstandings was his insistence on the separation between these two spheres: ‘Seek not thy heavenly father then beyond the skies,’ Milton is instructed (20.32, E114)—a point which Blake makes clear by depicting his protagonist’s journey as a descent from heaven to earth rather than as an ascent: what Milton seeks is not ‘out there’ but ‘in here’. At the end, Milton is restored through an act of self-annihilation, identified as the destruction of his Spectre, or Satan.

Around Milton’s steady progress, the narrative is unstable, fragmented, changing, and often appears to have no grounding in time and space. Milton’s increasing orientation is mirrored by our increasing disorientation as readers; everything becomes more clear to him and less clear to us, until at the end of *Milton* we realise that Milton’s journey was really only the prelude to another story. It ends, that is, with a strong sense of new beginning rather than closure. (This other story is probably *Jerusalem The Emanation of The Giant Albion*, ‘J’, 1804–20.)

One of *Milton’s* main themes is the word. Blake is preoccupied with the transformative power of writing, the imagination, and the Johannine connection between the word and the divine: the ‘Poetic Genius’ is ‘the eternal all-protecting Divine Humanity/ To whom be Glory & Power & Dominion Evermore Amen’ (14.1–3, E108). So one poet—Blake—Attempts to transform another poet—Milton—through writing; as The Bard’s Song, the long oral poem within the written poem, constantly repeats, ‘Mark well my words. they are of your eternal salvation’ (2.25, E96). When this ‘salvation’ is finally within reach towards the end of *Milton*, it takes the shape of Jesus incarnated not in flesh, but in writing, as he appears in ‘a Garment dipped in blood/ Written within & without in woven letters’ (42.12–13, E143). The theme of writing also extends to include Blake as an authorial presence who gradually becomes involved in his own work, so that as the narrative progresses, the dividing
lines between text, author, and characters within the narrative slowly disintegrate.

The most striking feature of Milton, however, is the sense that everything happens within one single moment: Milton is called back from the dead, Blake composes Milton, and the reader reads it.

For in this Period the Poets Work is Done: and all the Great Events of Time start forth & are conciev'd . . . Within a Moment: a Pulsation of the Artery.

(29.1–3, E127)

This collapsing moment, where everything happens in a flash of divine inspiration is, as we will see, constructed in a way so that no one—except perhaps for ‘Satan’—is left out. Jakob Boehme (1575–1624) calls this present moment a ‘flash’ (Plitz): ‘When the celestial flash rises up in the centre, the divine birth operates at full effect’ (Aurora 11.5). It is the moment when the poem is composed by the author, read by the reader, and conversion becomes a possibility.

It is generally acknowledged that Boehme influenced Blake, but the extent of the influence remains disputed. Blake himself, in an autobiographical note to his friend John Flaxman from 1800, listed Boehme as one of his main sources of inspiration. Milton’s emphasis on the present moment or ‘Eternal Now’ (Annotations to Lavater 407, E592) and insistence on unity (not separation) between divine and human are significant themes in Boehme’s works. But most significantly, two of the concepts most central to Milton’s conversion—‘selfhood’ and ‘self-annihilation’—were both probably inspired by Blake’s familiarity with the writings of Boehme.

The term ‘selfhood’ was probably used for the first time in English in a translation of Boehme from 1649. ‘Selfhood’ does not, however, represent a positive core in each individual subject, but instead—in Boehme as well as in Blake—a negative concept to be destroyed in self-annihilation: ‘He [Christ] died to my Self-hood in his Death, and I also die to my Self-hood in his Death,’ writes Boehme (Signatura Rerum (SR) 12.14). The selfhood is thus the distorted image of God in the soul, or the part of the subject that has turned away from God: ‘Selfhood lives in the Land of Death, viz. in the continual Dying, in the continual Enmity against God’ (SR 15.12). This image must be erased for the imago dei to be restored. In Blake’s works, ‘selfhood’ (together with the ‘forgiveness of sins’) becomes a central concept around 1804, when Blake started working on Milton and Jerusalem. In these works, ‘selfhood’ represents the main obstacle to the re-creation of the human subject, and is thus closely connected to the sphere of Satan. As Milton says: ‘I in my Selfhood am that Satan’ (14.30, E108). However, the term is never
used again after Jerusalem, and only used once outside Milton and Jerusalem, in the roughly contemporary A Vision of The Last Judgment (VLJ) (1810).

As for ‘self-annihilation’, Blake does not use the term before his revisions of The Four Zoas around or just after 1800, and not consistently so until Milton. In Blake criticism, the term is, as John H. Jones has noted, often overlooked, perhaps because it is understood as a purely theological concept. Selfhood understood as a psychological concept, on the other hand, is generally considered a fundamental part of Blake’s thought, neither religious in its base nor dependent on a religious solution. This separation of selfhood and self-annihilation, however, artificially sets apart a religious register from a non-religious register in Blake’s works. For in Blake’s works the concepts of selfhood and self-annihilation are integral to one other: self-annihilation, and the subsequent rebirth of the restored self, is the answer to the problem which the selfhood poses. And selfhood must be continually ‘put off & annihilated alway’ (40.36, E142) in order to let the imago dei shine through and grow in the subject. However, as the final climax of Milton shows, this self-annihilation is not an isolated, individualistic project, but has wider social and ethical implications: ‘each shall mutually/ Annihilate himself for others good’ (38.35, E139).

The way from selfhood through self-annihilation to the beginning of new life is represented within Milton as a pilgrimage through time and space. This is illustrated in a map showing the spheres of Blake’s ‘four zoas’, the ‘mundane egg’ (the world of time and space), and two opposite locations within the egg called ‘Adam’ and ‘Satan’ (pl. 32). Cutting through the Zoas is a black line indicated as ‘Milton’s Track’, showing the reader how Milton narrowly misses ‘Satan’ and instead heads towards Adam. It is thus back to Adam and past Satan that Milton is travelling, and once he is at ‘Adam’ (and at the end of the narrative), new restored life can begin, leaving the end of Milton open to the new beginning.

This visual representation of Milton’s journey shows a striking resemblance with Dionysius Andreas Freher’s thirteen planetary diagrams in vol. II of William Law’s edition of Boehme—in particular with diagram 2 (showing similar overlapping spheres as in Blake’s image) and diagram 11 (showing Jesus’s track as he enters creation as ‘the Breaker’). These are not the only visual echoes of Boehme in Milton: for example, the multilayered male–female images from Law’s vol. III may resound in the line ‘A Male within a Female hid’ (37.40, E138), and the shooting stars beside ‘William’ (pl. 29) and ‘Robert’ (pl. 33), which I discuss below, strongly resemble the stars in diagrams 8, 9, and 10 in Law II. Boehme, in the visual shape that Freher had given him and the literary shape that Law had given him, was—it seems—on Blake’s mind when working on Milton.
Milton is simultaneously the description of Milton’s conversion, as Blake recasts him in his imagination to realign him with the Poetic Genius, and an exemplary conversion narrative, suggesting to the reader a spiritual transformation similar to Milton’s.¹⁹ These ‘conversions’ are not one-off experiences, but rather experiences to be repeated whenever the ‘convert’ falls back. Thus Milton, as quoted above, says that his ‘Selfhood . . . must be put off & annihilated alway’ (40.36, E142), a statement that reappears in Jerusalem: ‘Man . . . requires a New Selfhood continually & must continually be changed into his direct Contrary’ (52, E200). Blake does not represent these conversions as gradual developments, but as sudden movements from the sphere of redemption to the sphere of salvation. This is connected with the fact that in Blake, as in Boehme, both Paradise and the Last Judgment are always present and available. So in Milton’s ‘now’, ‘a wide road was open to Eternity’ (35.35, E135). Boehme writes: ‘if . . . thy Eyes were opened, then in that very Place where thou standest, sittest or liest, thou shouldst see the glorious Countenance or Face of God’ (Aurora 10.98).²⁰ And Blake notes that: ‘whenever any Individual Rejects Error & Embraces Truth a Last Judgment passes upon that Individual’ (VLJ84, E562). The ‘conversions’ in Milton are then connected with the subject’s use of her or his divine imagination, by which the subject partakes in the divine existence. In the beginning of Milton, when the narrator calls upon the muses, he locates this imagination in ‘the Portals of my brain, where by your ministry/ The Eternal Great Humanity Divine. planted his Paradise’ (2.7–8, E96). Thus ‘Imagination is not a State: it is the Human Existence itself’ (32.32, E132). And towards the end of his life, Blake famously identifies the imagination with ‘God himself The Divine Body JESUS we are his members’ (Laocoon, E273). Likewise in Boehme, as Andrew Weeks and Kevin Fischer have shown, the imagination plays a central role as a common space shared by human and divine.²¹ In The Three Principles, for example, the soul ‘holds the Saviour fast . . . and sets its Imagination . . . (through the Thread of Faith and Confidence) further into the Heart of God’ (19.42), thus using the imagination to find a passage to God.²² It is perhaps no coincidence, then, that Blake’s most Boehme-inspired work is an illuminated poem directed towards the reader’s imagination, in which a historical poet is called back to life and imaginatively brought to walk with the narrator and the reader. The imagination in Milton, if nothing else, is a shared space: shared between the divine and the human, and between author, narrator, protagonist, and reader.

It soon becomes clear to Milton’s reader, therefore, that it is not the past that interests Blake here so much as the present—and the way that past errors can be overcome by the use of the imagination. Blake illustrates this on the title page, where a naked man smashes Milton’s title into the two syllables ‘MIL’ and ‘TON’. Being positioned with his back to the reader, the man seems to
ask us to follow him into the narrative. By smashing Milton’s name into syllables like this, he reveals the purpose of Milton to the reader: it is a breaking up of Milton into atoms and syllables, a close inspection, and a reassembly of his being into a new united existence. The figure may be Milton, the protagonist, or Blake himself, showing how he intends to smash a ‘name’ (quite literally) and overwrite an old story (that of the historical Milton) with a new one. And again, we may here find echoes of Boehme, for the splintering of Milton’s name into syllables closely resembles Boehme’s practice of considering a word syllable by syllable in order to discover its true meaning. So, in Boehme’s exegesis of the word ‘sulphur’, for example, ‘SUL is the Soul or the Spirit that is risen up, or in a Similitude God,’ and ‘PHUR is the Prima Materia’ (Three Principles 1.7).

The united existence Blake imagines in Milton depends on Milton overcoming his Spectre. The necessity of doing this comes in a flash to Milton already in his immediate response to The Bard’s Song early on in the text. Here Milton plans his journey:

I will go down to the sepulcher to see if morning breaks!
I will go down to self annihilation and eternal death,
Lest the Last Judgment come & find me unannihilate
And I be siez’d & giv’n into the hands of my own Selfhood

... I in my Selfhood am that Satan: I am that Evil One!
He is my Spectre!

(14.21–31, E108)

Is Milton successful in following his envisaged route? Although it is not always clear to the reader, we realise by the end of the text, when Milton’s conversion is about to be completed, that his inner compass is to be trusted. Now, he comes ‘in Self-annihilation & the grandeur of Inspiration’ to ‘cast off Rational Demonstration by Faith in the Saviour’ and ‘cast aside from Poetry, all that is not Inspiration’ (41.2–7, E142). Milton takes Satan by surprise when, in their final confrontation, he refuses to enter Satan’s spiral of violence and annihilate him, even though he has the power to do so. Instead, Milton pacifies Satan by entering into himself, ‘in fearless majesty annihilating Self’ (38.41, E139).

A dramatic locus classicus of conversion lurks in the background of Milton as a complementary movement to the prolonged conversion of its protagonist, for Paul’s conversion in Acts is a recurrent reference point. As the narrative describes Milton’s continued struggle towards salvation, the repeated references to Paul’s sudden experience pull the narrative in another direction: towards immediacy, revelation, and a focus on the present moment (as do related experiences such as the raising of Lazarus invoked in 24.26–32). Paul’s experience thus becomes another example of the importance of the present
moment, which complements the gradual movement of Milton through the
poem. Together, the moment and the movement create a composite vision of
conversion that can be contained neither in one moment, nor in one gradual
movement.

Where do we see these traces of Paul’s conversion in Milton? The present
moment is, as noted above, the flash of inspiration under which the illumina-
ted poem was composed: ‘In this Period the Poets Work is Done . . . Within
a Moment: a Pulsation of the Artery’ (29.1–3, E127). This ‘Period’ is illus-
trated on the plate immediately following (confusingly also known as pl. 29),
showing a naked man who throws himself backwards in ecstasy or surrender,
a shooting star falling towards his left foot.26 Above, his name is written:
‘William’. This is, we understand, the inspiration of the author (‘William
Blake’) in ‘a Pulsation of the Artery’. But the image also echoes Albion ‘con-
verting’ before the crucified Christ in Jerusalem 76 as well as the moment in
Milton where Milton enters the narrator’s foot: ‘on my left foot falling on the
tarsus, enterd there’ (15.49, E110). Immediately above the reference to the
‘tarsus’, a miniature version of pl. 29 makes the connection between the two
plates impossible to miss for the reader. And in pl. 33, the ‘flash’ is repeated in
the depiction of Blake’s younger brother ‘Robert’, which exactly mirrors the
depiction of ‘William’—Blake saw Robert, who died in 1786, as a fellow
artist, which explains why he is also depicted in a moment of divine inspir-
ation. Finally, Paul’s conversion is alluded to towards the climax of Milton in
38.16–31, where it adds to the intensification of the conversion theme towards
the end. Here, as David Riede has observed, Blake alludes to the words
‘trembling and astonishment’ from Acts 9:6 twice within fifteen lines. Here,
however, it is Satan, not Milton, who plays the part of the possible (but
probably unsuccessful) convert.27

All of these moments in Milton invoke Paul’s conversion as a traditional
marker of sudden religious vision and transformation. This point is particu-
larly obvious in the above reference to Blake’s ‘tarsus’, which refers to bones in the
human ankle as well as to the birthplace of the biblical Paul. Christ taking
possession of Paul on the road to Damascus is thus used as a type for Milton
taking possession of Blake, and belongs to the positive image of the visionary
Paul within Milton (perhaps with a nod to another Saul in 1 Sam. 10:6, who
was taken over by the spirit of God, made able to prophesy, and was then
converted into ‘a different person’, NIV).

It becomes more complicated, however, when we realise that Blake also
uses a negative set of references to Paul in Milton, as David Riede has dis-
cussed.28 These negative references represent what Blake calls ‘the Church
Paul’ (J36.42, E206), which functions as a negation of the visionary Paul: the
visionary Paul was a positive prophet–poet, who challenged tradition, whereas
the ‘Church Paul’ represents the negative state in which the spiritual energy of
Paul has been reduced to a system or, indeed, a church (compare the stagnated Swedenborgian church in *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*). We find this ‘Church Paul’ in the two direct uses of Paul’s name in *Milton’s* text. First, ‘Four Churches’ are identified as ‘Paul, Constantine, Charlemaine, Luther’ (24.30–33, E120), accompanied by a margin illustration showing naked tormented bodies as an indication of what Blake saw as these churches’ shared suppression of the body. And second, towards the end of the poem, we find a similar reference to ‘Abraham, Moses, Solomon, Paul, Constantine, Charlemaine/ Luther’, churches characterised as ‘the Dragon Forms/ Religion hid in War’ (37.41–43, E138).

So, ‘Paul’ has a double meaning in *Milton*. On the one hand, references to Paul qualify Milton’s prolonged transformation throughout *Milton* as the making of a true prophet-poet (which he only becomes with the help of Blake’s imagination and re-vision). And on the other hand, Blake uses the figure of Paul to show how a distorted institution (the ‘Church Paul’) can return to its original visionary state (‘Paul’). In doing this Blake shows that Milton’s transformation comes from within and is only a restoration of an already present potential: Milton’s conversion is a complete re-formation. And overall, as mentioned, Paul works as a repeated reminder to the reader of the importance of the ‘Eternal Now’, in which the divine imagination strikes, and change happens in a flash.

The present moment in *Milton* is, however, not solely a temporal point but also a spatial location: ‘every Moment has a Couch of gold for soft repose’ (28.46, E126). It is a passage point or a gate that indicates both the moment in which the subject is transformed and the place where the subject manages to break through. It is at once the temporal ‘Moment in each Day that Satan cannot find’ (35.42, E136) and, to quote *Jerusalem* (which, in turn, quotes *Milton*), the spatial ‘Grain of Sand in Lambeth that Satan cannot find’ (37.15, E183). It is the moment of transformation or conversion, which simultaneously happens in an instant and must continually or repeatedly be performed—and at the same time the locale in which the opening happens. As Ololon asks Milton towards the end: ‘Is this the Void Outside of Existence, which if entered into/ Becomes a Womb’ (41.37–42.1, E143).

This combined moment-locale has a parallel in Boehme’s ‘fourth property’, which denotes the crucial spatial–temporal point, where darkness becomes light, and death becomes life. The fourth property is the active point of ‘sharp Regeneration’ (*The Threefold Life of Man* 14.76), which all Boehme’s other six properties relate to: an ‘astringent chamber’, which can be ‘opened’ and acts as ‘a turning wheel’ (SR 2.40). It is also the opening centre, or the centre of rotation, through which God moves—and truly meets—the human subject. And it is the place where self-annihilation takes place, resulting in a
release of powers (or, as Blake calls it in *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*, ‘Energy’).

In *Milton*, the annihilation of the selfhood in the present moment has two characteristics that are particularly worth noting when reading Blake and Boehme alongside each other. First, it is less explicitly connected to an experience of Christ than in Boehme’s works. Unlike in *Jerusalem*, where Albion has to see the crucified Jesus before he enters into the ‘fourth property’, Jesus in *Milton* reveals himself to the protagonist as the incarnation of the Poetic Genius—the human form of divine *writing*, through which there is salvation for Milton (the poet). Here, in the final revelation we see Jesus dressed in ‘woven letters’, so that ‘the Writing/ Is the Divine Revelation in the Litteral expression’ (42.13–14, E143). The second noteworthy thing is that we are not to understand *Milton*’s self-annihilation as a complete destruction of the self after which there is no form of individual being left. Instead, as Bryan Aubrey has pointed out, Blake takes Boehme’s distinction between the positive selfhood, *Meinheit*, and the negative selfhood, *Eigenheit*, and creates a dialectic movement in which the subject continually puts off selfhood and puts it on again. In Blake’s works, this dynamic takes the shape of the productive opposition of ‘contraries’, which is distinct from the frozen opposition of ‘negations’. Thus the act of self-annihilation, by which Milton puts off ‘all that is not of God alone’ (38.48, E139), is only one example of what must continually happen in the life of a subject:

- There is a Negation, & there is a Contrary
- The Negation must be destroyd to redeem the Contraries
- The Negation is the Spectre; the Reasoning Power in Man
- This is a false Body: an Incrustation over my Immortal Spirit; a Selfhood, which must be put off & annihilated alway
- To cleanse the Face of my Spirit by Self-examination.

(40.32–37, E142)

Alongside the conversion of Milton, another attempted conversion surfaces in *Milton*: that of the narrator, ‘Blake’. ‘Blake’s’ presence in the poem is, unlike Milton’s, locally and temporally grounded: he is usually situated in an identifiable location, for example in his garden in Felpham (pl. 36), whereas Milton is constantly moving through time and space. ‘Blake’ occupies a number of different positions within the poem. First, he is positioned as its author, a poet, and thereby automatically and intimately connected with the text’s discourse on the Poetic Genius. Second, he is positioned in a complicated revisionary relationship with his poetic predecessor Milton, whom he both criticises and calls back from the dead to give him new form. And third, ‘Blake’ is positioned as someone who is sometimes also possessed by someone else (as when Milton enters him or when he becomes one with Los in
22.4–14) and who has ecstatic visionary experiences resembling Paul’s on the road to Damascus (the ‘William’ plate, 29). However, he is ultimately returned to the path outside his own house as everyone else heads off for the ‘Great Harvest & Vintage’ (43.1, E144).

It is particularly the connection between ‘Blake’ and Paul that evokes the theme of Blake’s conversion in Milton. This connection is evident in the ‘William’ plate’s similarities with Blake’s roughly contemporary watercolour ‘The Conversion of Saul’ (ca. 1800). These similarities suggest that we should understand ‘Blake’ (or ‘William’) as a converting figure like Paul. In both images, the ‘converting subject’ (‘Saul’ and ‘William’) moves downwards, suggesting submission of the old self. And both stretch out their arms and fall backwards, just as Saul’s horse and the star next to ‘William’ also move downwards. Simultaneously, there is an upward movement in both images, suggesting infusion of divine spirit and the creation of a new self: Saul sees a vision of Christ above him, who points upwards and forwards with his right arm; and behind William, three steps indicate a possible passage upwards. Thus both images represent the acceptance of the converting subject to enter into the long line of prophet-poets: as Christ inhabits Saul and throws him into a revisionary relationship with his past (Jewish tradition), so Milton inhabits ‘William’ and authorises the poet to put forward a new, revised understanding of Milton. The product of this is Milton.

There is, however, a fundamental difference between the two images: Jesus is present in ‘The Conversion of Saul’ and he is absent in the ‘William’ plate. This is crucial as to how we should understand conversion in Milton. When Milton inhabits the narrator in pl. 15, it suggests to the reader that this is necessary to facilitate Milton’s conversion within the text: Blake must become an instrument of Milton’s spiritual pilgrimage. However, as we get to pl. 29’s visual representation of the same scene—with its parallels to ‘The Conversion of Saul’—Milton’s implicit question of ‘where to find the divine’ is answered: here there is no vision of Christ above, because the divine spirit is already within the human figure. As Jesus says to Albion at the beginning of Jerusalem: ‘I am in you and you in me, mutual in love divine’ (4.7, E146). This becomes Blake’s reply to the historical Milton and his disproportionate preoccupation with a distant God in heaven compared to his engagement with human existence below: what Milton needs in order to become whole is not a vision of ‘Jesus above’ as in ‘The Conversion of Saul’. Instead, he needs a re-visioning of himself where eventually, also, he will find the divine spirit. In Boehme’s words: ‘Where will you seek God? In the Deep above the Stars? You will not be able to find him there. Seek him in your Heart, in the Center of the Birth of your Life, and there you shall find him’ (Three Principles 4.8).
However, ‘Blake’s’ own conversion is never accomplished. He may play the role of Milton’s poetic sidekick, but when Milton ultimately succeeds in his conversion, ‘Blake’ is left behind like the narrator in John Bunyan’s classic conversion tale Pilgrim’s Progress, who longingly sees the protagonist Christian enter into heaven: ‘And after that, they shut up the Gates: which when I had seen, I wished my self among them’. Similarly in Milton:

I fell outstretched upon the path
A moment, & my Soul returnd into its mortal state
To Resurrection & Judgment in the Vegetable Body

(42.25–27, E143)

As the poet finishes his work, ‘Blake’ is left behind in his mortal body as after an act of kenosis (‘self-emptying’), given over to the everyday continual struggle between resurrection and judgment and exhausted after imaginatively bringing Milton to internal unity through writing. But ‘Blake’ himself remains ultimately unconverted—at least until the narrative of Jerusalem begins, the central conversion of which he will become deeply engaged in through his externalised form, Los (who notably also does not take part in the final conversion of Milton in pl. 43).

One last presence becomes visible towards the end of Milton, namely that of the reader. The emergence of the reader as Milton draws to an end echoes many other conversion narratives—an example again being Pilgrim’s Progress, the last pages of which show a progressive inclusion of the narrator, who suddenly demands the attention of the reader by speaking in the first person and entering into a discussion with characters within the text. Both in Pilgrim’s Progress and in Milton, the narrator seems intimately connected with, or even identical with, the author. As Gerda Norvig and Arlette M. Zinck have shown, the inclusion of the narrator in Pilgrim’s Progress helps to build up towards the final vision of Heaven and Hell, which poses a question that is a common characteristic of allegorical texts to the reader: which way do you choose? Thus the growing presence of the narrator towards the end seems to elicit the corresponding presence of the reader, who is called into being when directly addressed by the narrator and positioned in an I–thou relationship with him.

In Milton, the emergence of the reader in the text is more suggestive and indirect than in Pilgrim’s Progress. This is most clearly realised via the narrator ‘Blake’s’ appearance at the very end of the text, when he returns to the path outside his cottage and the narrative goes on to a new beginning without him. When ‘Blake’ suddenly takes a very clear form within the text, it reminds the reader of her or his own position vis-à-vis the text and poses a question similar to the one in Pilgrim’s Progress: which way do you choose—that of ‘Blake’s’
abortive conversion or that of those who are now ready for the ‘Great Harvest & Vintage’? As both Pilgrim’s Progress and Milton draw towards their respective endings, the reader realises that the figure of the narrator has been present within the poem throughout and is now coming to the surface. This in turn suggests two things. First, that transformation is possible not only for the protagonist, but also for those liminal figures in the text that are able to cross the boundaries between ‘fiction’ and ‘reality’: narrator and author. Second, that this group of liminal figures might also include the readers. In retrospect, Milton’s imperative ‘Mark well my words! they are of your eternal salvation’ suddenly appears to have been directed not only at Milton, but also at Milton’s reader. And thereby Milton’s struggle, transformation, and conversion—and ‘Blake’s’ attempted conversion—become suggestive, if not programmatic, for the reader. Like in Dante’s Vita Nuova (ca. 1292–94), which describes the making of its autobiographical narrator as a poet and a pilgrim, the reader ends up retrospectively realising that she or he did, in fact, also move through the pages of the text like a pilgrim, joining in the gradual conversion of the protagonist alongside him: as readers we retrospectively realise that we were included in the ‘I’ of Vita Nuova, and that we could also be the ‘Milton’ of Milton.

Finally, the sense of the reader’s conversion is emphasised by how Milton himself becomes an instrument of conversion in Milton. This development becomes particularly visible in two places. The first place is the scene in pl. 19, where Milton takes ‘the red clay of Succoth’ and gives Urizen new form, ‘creating new flesh on the Demon cold, and building him’ (19.8–13, E112). This passage positions Milton as ‘God’ to Urizen as ‘Adam’, whose name literally means ‘red clay’. The second place is Milton’s two final speeches, addressed to Satan (38.29–49) and Ololon (40.29–41.28) respectively. Here Milton represents himself not so much as an object of conversion as a potential converter himself. He now sees it as his responsibility to ‘discover before Heavn & Hell the Self righteousness/ In all its Hypocritic turpitude’ (38.43–44, E139), to publicly expose the errors of Satan’s ways, and to ‘take off’ Albion’s ‘filthy garments’ and instead ‘clothe him with Imagination’ (41.6–7, E142). In the final movements of Milton, then, Milton becomes both converted and converter. In his own conversion, or rebirth, he fully becomes ‘Milton the Awakener’ (21.33, E116). And the object of his awakening may not only be found within Milton, but also outside it, in the present moment when the reader engages with the illuminated poem.

To conclude: Milton is the spiritual portrait of a figure who goes through a Blakean conversion. It shows how the subject must move through annihilation of selfhood in order to gain unity. It insists that the subject’s awakening can take place through the use of art (poetry) and the imagination, for
Milton’s conversion is only possible by way of the imaginative powers of another poet, Blake, within a challenging illuminated work to be read, or ‘activated’, by a reader. Milton shows that in order to find the divine, one must travel inwards, not outwards. And, it creates a poetic possibility of transformation, in which everyone is included: protagonist, narrator, author, and reader.

Reading Milton in this way not only underlines the intimate connection or inseparability in Blake’s works between personal (or psychological) transformation and spiritual (or religious) transformation. It also helps us identify a deeper dynamic in the text between author, protagonist, and reader that can be applied to other conversion narratives as well. And, thereby, we are led to reconsider what conversion narratives are, what they can be, and what role the reader plays in them.
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